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If we want to help children,
we have to deal with their brains
– they don’t read with their kidneys after all!

Abstract
The interest area of the Author is the issue of effectiveness in teaching basing on
modern trends in education. Therefore,
the perspectives of didactics based on
the achievements of cognitive science,
including neurodidactics, have been presented. There have been discussed such
notions as the following: Particularly Effective Teaching Practices, visible teaching and learning, formative assessment
or cognitive coaching. The description of
the methods does not represent the complexity of the teaching effectiveness to its
full extend, offering only somewhat of
a sketch and the introduction to its more
profound study.

Deborah Waber

(Dryden & Vos, 2003, p. 222)

Introduction
The issue of effective teaching has become
the area of particular interest and meaningful changes in contemporary elementary education. For many years, there has
been discussed the problem of students
reaching their maximum capabilities during the learning process. This issue has
been dealt with both by the educationalists
rooting from classical pedagogy, based
mostly on philosophy, ethics, and the sci-
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tions or information processes” (Grenn et
al., 1996). Contrary to what may be believed, cognitive science is the area used
in practice. Education achievements of
Finland schools, where used methods are
based on cognitive didactics, neurodidactics, may be used as a model.
The knowledge of human mind mechanisms may influence undertaken actions
within education area, new methods of
teaching, diagnosing dysfunctions and
supporting students special needs. According to Stanisław Juszczyk „(…)
neurodidactics studies the conditions in
which one’s learning may be optimized
to the highest degree. It presumes that
the chosen methods should be adjusted
to the students’ abilities, and mainly determined by biochemical processes in
the brains and higher physical functions.
That is why neurodidactics (as a branch
of a general didactics) cooperates with
various sciences and disciplines, such as:
neurology, neurobiology, neuroanatomy,
neuromorphology, neuropsychology, cognitive psychology or the neural network
theory” (Juszczyk, 2012, pp. 39–57).
Therefore, neurodidactics assumes using
the knowledge concerning brain functioning, adjusting teaching and learning
methods taking into account individual
sensory preferences of a student, their
cognitive styles and the methods of learning. It postulates such methods of organizing didactic process that are in line with
natural predispositions of a human brain.
Moreover, also brain-friendly teaching
and learning deals with using neurodidactics in education and children and teenagers upbringing. As Marzena Żylińska
claims, ‘the lack of effects and students
reluctance to the school is caused by us-

entists studying modern education trends.
Recent years have brought plenty of studies concerning human brain functioning.
The knowledge scientists gained has become the development basis of a variety
of scientific branches, pedagogy included.
Despite many skeptical opinions discussing the influence of brain functioning on
learning effects, it seems contemporary
didactics cannot ignore most recent developments of neuroscience.
The problem discussed in the hereby
article may constitute certain type of
a road sign for educational leadership.
It is important, though, for it to be conscious of inevitable and quick changes
within education field.
Neurodidactics core issue
One of the core issues of this field is neurodidactics, the science known in Poland
since 1980s, functioning also under the
names of „brain friendly learning” and
„brain compatible learning”. It relates
in its assumptions to the cognitive research concerning brain functioning, especially brain information processing. It
seems worth specifying the range of the
abovementioned scientific area as a “(…)
interdisciplinary, scientific brain study.
Practice and knowledge of this science
are the derivatives of the following disciplines successes that have contributed
to its creation: computer science, linguistics, neuroscience, psychology, cognitive
neuropsychology and philosophy. Its goal
is to understand how the mind works in
categories of manipulation processes using symbols (representations). The mind,
thus the basics of intelligent behavior in
the world, is seen in terms of computa76
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ing bad, as not taking into consideration
brain capabilities of a standard human,
teaching methods. If during classes students do not pay attention, one needs to
change teaching methods, books or materials, in other words, schools should
introduce
brain-friendly
teaching’
(Żylińska, 2012). She highlights the importance of connecting cognitive knowledge with emotions. Basing on positive
emotions, work with friendly atmosphere
foster activation and creative processes.
The brain working in stressful situation
absorbs only the information neccessary
to survive. Blood goes then from this area
of the brain that is responsible for higher
order thinking processes to the brainstem
(Rose & Taraszkiewicz, 2010, p. 43).
The role of admiration in learning
process was described by German neurobiologist Gerald Hüther (after Stern,
2016, p. 14). He claims that when feeling positive emotions in the brain neuroplastic semi chemical substances are
released, which cause the lined groups
of neurons to produce proteins used to
create new protrusions, new connections, their consolidation and stabilization. This process that take place in the
brain is initiated when there appears the
need to solve the problem or face the
challenge. That is why succeeding absolutely influences the emotion condition,
especially admiration. Little children
learn very quickly. However, they reach
the level of maximum admiration twenty
to fifty times a day. What to do then in
order to maintain such state? First of all,
one needs to organize teaching process
well, so it emanates optimism, joy, fascination and profound feelings. A teacher
that initiates interesting and intriguing
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meeting with teaching, initiates in their
students’ brains a noticeable number of
neurotransmitters, so needed to understand the information.
As Joachim Bauer highlights, a teacher teaches with their whole selves. The
way they behave, speak, organize learning influences teaching effectiveness.
The basis to reach set targets in teaching
are the relations in class (Bauer, after:
Żylińska, 2015).
About Particularly Effective Teaching
Practices
Teaching effectiveness has become the
topic of great interest in contemporary
didactics. Particularly Effective Teaching Practices were described by professor Tom Corcoran from Teachers College
Columbia University in New York; he determined the following:
1. Planning classes and educational
tasks.
2. Creating tasks with appropriate
cognitive requirements.
3. Students interaction and cooperation, work in groups and in pairs.
4. Formative assessment understood
as monitoring students’ achievements and providing them with
feedback and appropriate way of
asking questions.
5. Encouraging student – oriented
discussion.
6. Recommending students to note
their opinions frequently.
7. Regular referring to the students’
opinions and regular summaries
(metacognition).
8. Advanced projects, in which the
issues are of practical use and
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well-integrated (Corcoran, 2014,
after: Sterna, 2014).
The basis of effective teaching is the
appropriate preparing the classes, with
throught-over goals known to students,
with content related to the knowledge
students already have (cognitivism), logically set educational tasks directly related
with the goals, planned time and didactic
methods adjusted to students individual
needs and formative and concluding assessment.
Tom Corcoran itemized four levels of
requirements when creating tasks for the
students. They were created according to
Bloom taxonomy:
Level 1: Remembering facts, definitions, applying repetitive sequences of
actions;
Level 2: Using the skills and issues;
Level 3: Strategic thinking, reasoning,
planning, using evidence;
Level 4: Extensive inference, complex
reasoning, projecting, analyzing;
During the classes, the issues from
levels 2 and 3 should dominate.
He points to group work as a form increasing students motivation and engagement and to using formative assessment
in didactics as generating and offering
feedback. He highlights the fact that joining the information and the grade does not
offer positive effects according to the research. In such situation the student does
not focus on commentary and suggestions
concerning further work, but on the grade
itself. Information without grade forces
the recipient to read it and to correct oneself following the suggestions.
In schools too little time it devoted to
discussion. It is worth noting that the most
valuable discussion is not in the student –

teacher relation, but in student – student
mode. Appropriate discussion culture,
exchanging the opinions, expressing arguments and thesis will constitute the
field for greater student engagement and
receiving feedback. Not only should the
schools teach the ability to answer questions, but mostly the ability to ask questions, thus shaping creative attitude.
Writing has become an important
point in the hierarchy of effective teaching methods. According to the research,
making notes is the best way to practise
thinking. Well-established slogan used by
the enthusiasts of modern teaching methods is Learn through acting! Furthermore,
teaching without functioning methods
based on practice is worthless. Making
notes allows to order and arrange the
knowledge and to memorize it, and offers
the teacher the feedback and allows to
perform potential correction. Mindmapping, that is creating the map of associations, seems particularly worth attention.
This is the method created by T. Buzan.
It allows to note a lot of information
on a single sheet of paper. The maps of
memory or associations present the information in such a way as it is perceived,
that is it travels in many directions (Rose
& Nicholl, 2003, pp. 105–110).
The brain concentrates information in
tree-like dendrites, using forms and associations (Dryden & Vos, 2003, pp. 163–167).
Metacognition is also perceived as
Particularly Effective Teaching Practice;
it is understood as thinking about thinking
(PWN, 1992). Those are any means and
information a student gains about their
method of learning and granting knowledge. They are crucial in the self-learning
process. During classes, a student ana78
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lyzes the line of their thinking, monitors
reading comprehension, compares, analyzes, draws conclusions or sums up.
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ment, which, contrary to the appearances,
does not refer only to the assessment process, but to certain style, method of learning and effective teaching. It is determined
as „active and purposeful teaching process in which a teacher cooperates with
a student, constantly and systematically
collecting evidence on ongoing learning
process in order to improve student’s results” (Moss & Brookhart, 2009, p. 6).
The most important settings of formative
assessment refer to the strategy of teacher’s actions. Specific tasks are determined
there (Sterna, 2014, p. 18):

Visible teaching and learning
Clearly set goals have become the driving force in so called visible teaching
and learning, created by John Hattie.
He claims that ‘...learning constitutes
clearly set, open goal, being the appropriate challenge, when both a teacher
and a student (in their own way) try to
determine whether and how such ambitious goal has been reached. Visible
teaching and learning also takes place
when one consciously takes the measures providing full accomplishment of the
goal, when one seeks feedback and how
it is delivered and when during teaching
the participants (teacher, student, peers)
are active, engaged and full of enthusiasm’ (Hattie, 2015, p. 40). The author of
long-lasting meta-studies claims that the
teachers’ impact on students is the greater
the more they engage in teaching process
– learn themselves. It is extremally important how they perceive their own role
in teaching process. Students point to the
most important features needed in learning, such as self-learning, self-control,
or self-esteem when they become their
won teachers. It is no coincidence that in
Japanese schools, which are somewhat of
students self-control laboratory, for first
three years students are not given grades,
but focus on teaching cooperation, respecting other people, and mostly, students are taught methods of efficient and
effective learning.
Basing on visible teaching and learning
there has been created formative assess-

Strategy I: Determining and explaining to the students the goals of learning
and the success criteria.
A teacher presents and explains students what the lesson goals are and even
create new, clear ones with them, understandable for everyone. Preparing goals
for the classes is nothing new, but informing students clearly what plans a teacher
has about their gaining some knowledge
is not known to everyone. At the end of
the classes there takes place common discussing the realization of the goals.
Strategy II: Organizing discussion
in class, asking questions and tasks that
provide the information whether and how
students are learning.
Students receive clear information
what assessment criteria are (what to pay
attention to, NaCoBeZU), therefore they
are aware what they should know when
the classes have finished and how they
can reach their goals. A teacher discusses
the progress with students, notes whether
a student needs more time to comprehend
the problem. When assessing, they take
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into consideration criteria created together with the students. Their transparency,
openness and clear rules motivate students
to learn.

According to neurobiologists, human
brain is made to learn, but requires appropriate environment. Therefore, one acquires
knowledge best when they do so by their
own free will. Showing student how they
can learn in the way best for them is the priority of modern approach to teaching.
A teacher may also offer students co
called cognitive coaching. According to
Wojciech Turewicz, ‘coaching is the process happening between a coach and their
client, during which the client grants new
capabilities, and coach receives feedback
from the client concerning their satisfaction with the coach work effect’ (Turewicz, 2015). What is important is the fact
of feedback, as in the case of formative
assessment. A student receives clear information what they already know, what
should be corrected and how are they
to learn further. Coaching has become
a very effective method in teaching, offering immense satisfaction and the feeling of safety both to the student and to the
coach. What seems crucial is the change
of approach of a teacher/coach towards
their student/client – from “I want to
show you how smart I am”, to „I want to
show you how smart you are”. Emphatic
approach of a teacher towards a student,
asking: “What can I do for you?” makes
coachee open (Dorożała). Development
work itself is based on Kolb learning cycle: specific experiment, observing experiments and reflecting on them, creating abstract issues and generalization and
testing implications (Grzymkowska).

Strategy III: Providing students with
feedback which enable visible progress.
Feedback plays an important role in
formative assessment. The grade a student receives as a conclusion of their
work does not offer full information concerning the acquisition of the material
or the methods to overcome the lacks.
With feedback in formative assessment,
a teacher shows a student what they did
well (praise boosts motivation!), what
they should correct, in what way and in
which direction they should develop.
Strategy IV: Enabling students to use
each other as education tools.
As Danuta Sterna writes „Teaching
process is the social process. One learns
best with other people.” (Sterna, 2014,
p. 76). This strategy refers to abovementioned settings of the Particularly Effective
Teaching Practices which deal with interaction and cooperation of the students,
work in pairs and in groups. Manfred
Spitzer highlights the fact that group work
makes learning being treated as a pleasant
activity. This in turn causes the release of
dopamine, the neurotransmitter believed
to take part in motivation and emotional
processes (Herrmann, 2010, p. 161).
It therefore important, when bearing in
mind teaching effectiveness, to introduce
group work as often as possible.

Conclusions

Strategy V: Supporting students so
they become responsible authors of their
learning process.

According to Manfred Spitzer, a student’s brain is a teacher’s workplace. That
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is why neuroscience area should not be
unknown to teachers. Using the achievements of this relatively new scientific
area may lead to teaching process optimization and therefore, to teaching effectiveness increase. That is why research
concerning brain functioning should be
closely related to didactics. Systematic
and conscientious study on neuron network during learning process contribute
to creating the cognitive theory of learning (Tadeusiewicz, 1998, pp. 147–168).
Implementing most modern achievements of studies on brain functioning and
main neurodidactic theories into didactics
should become a priority for contemporary educationalists. One of those is the
theory of manifold intelligence, allowing
to acquire new information faster and to
shape new skills when knowing certain
intelligence profile of a student together
with their modality. Another is the theory of emotional intelligence, making the
image of how student’s emotions influence their learning process. Further one
concerns polisensoric teaching, that is
teaching with the use of many acquisition
channels, so called sensoric modality.
Neurodidactics may create a new dimension of pedagogy. Nonetheless, what
is required is the teachers knowledge
and competence. As a therapist and active pedagogue I know that the appropriate diagnosis and adequate forms of
support such as modern work methods
both during school classes and during
extra activities allow to compensate the
lacks and develop skills and as a result,
become successful in learning. This is
the arena for educational leadership,
which may create appropriate conditions
in a school, contributing to increasing
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teachers knowledge and awareness. New
didactics rends, newest neuroscience developments are the topics that ought to be
discussed in schools.
Discourse concerning this subject
should lead to constructive actions of the
school authorities, teachers bearing in
mind their students best interest and comprehensive development.
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